Quintiq Company Planner

Bring order
to chaos
It’s an ever demanding and fast-paced world.
If you can’t deliver on commitments, your
competitors will. You’ve scaled up your business
with specialized equipment, alternate sourcing and
strategic inventory positions. The problem is your
planning system can’t keep up. You need a master
production scheduling solution that understands
your whole supply chain and supports your goals
for superior delivery performance, customer
satisfaction and profitability.

C

onflicting sales commitments, shifting
bottlenecks and a complex web of material
requirements are a fact of life in today’s
manufacturing environment. Each one connects
to the next and is impossible to tackle in isolation.
Add to that disruptions of the day in operations:
A machine breaks down, a sales rep injects a
new order into the backlog ahead of others and
an order is late due to material shortages.
In the midst of chaos, you must establish order.
You need a robust planning platform that brings
information together into one cohesive picture.
It supports your planners in making prompt and
confident decisions to:
• Accept new orders without risking other
commitments
• Keep the plant running despite machine
downtime
• Identify the reason for material shortages and
expedite suppliers
• Suggest alternate sources to meet changing
demands
These decisions drive on-time delivery, customer
satisfaction and profitability every day.
Are your planners empowered to make the right
choices?

Plan, automate and optimize
on a single planning platform
Quintiq Company Planner is the master production scheduling solution for
the modern manufacturer. It automates and optimizes tactical planning
decisions to help you:
Honor long-term commitments
Company Planner’s sales budget reservation functionality
takes contractual commitments into account when
allocating production. This prevents over-committing
or double commitments. For example, lower-priority
customers cannot steal capacity or inventory committed
to higher-priority customers just because a sales rep
keyed them into the system earlier. Company Planner also
ensures that lower-margin orders are not accepted at the
expense of higher-margin orders.

Create a feasible and flexible plan
An optimal capacity plan is one that is feasible and
flexible. Company Planner creates plans that keep to
available capacities, comply with promised delivery
dates and accommodate changes in production. The
solution maintains flexibility by optimizing plans within a
horizon of several days to several months and evaluating
capacity on a time bucket level. This allows schedulers
to optimize production efficiency without fear of violating
delivery dates.

All-in-one supply-order view

Plan work orders
Every production process includes flexible wait times
between operations (e.g. transport, setup, etc.).
Company Planner supports continuous planning and
optimization with lead time logic at the supply-order
level. This results in fault-tolerant plans that allow your
schedulers to make intelligent decisions at, or near,
actual production times.
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Resource planning overview

Analyze inventory positions over your entire supply chain

Manage bottleneck resources

Balance inventory levels

Better management of bottleneck resources increases
throughput and maximizes revenue. Company Planner
provides visibility of load on bottleneck resources
and links the daily changes in this load with promised
delivery dates in real time. Planners can reconcile and
optimize the supply chain against actual capacity to fulfill
every order on time and in full.

The inventory mix of make-to-order (MTO) and
make-to-stock (MTS) products must be balanced to
prevent waste, keep commitments and boost revenue.
Company Planner achieves this with built-in inventory
KPIs and operates to deliver optimal levels. It links the
delivery dates of MTS orders to a shipment, thereby
minimizing delay in favor of MTO orders reserved for
specific customers. This prevents costly and wasteful
expediting procedures to fix stock-out situations.

Measure KPIs in real time
Company Planner’s built-in KPIs let you measure how
you are performing at all times. Planners will see
the impact of a single planning decision as well as
the aggregate effects of decisions made throughout
the supply chain on delivery levels, inventory levels,
customer satisfaction and profitability.

Optimize continuously
What sets Company Planner apart from other master
production scheduling solutions is its world-class
optimizer. It works around the clock, even during business
hours, to continuously adapt your plan to changing
conditions and new information. Waiting until tomorrow to
respond to today's new orders and shop floor feedback will
be a thing of the past.
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Ensure adequate material supply
Company Planner plans and optimizes around delays
caused by late input materials or material shortages
by exploring all possible routing options including
alternate manufacturing methods, suppliers and
inventory sources. This ensures that adequate material
supply exists throughout the supply chain to meet
demand at all times. The solution alerts planners the
moment supply-demand is at risk ― for example, if
late materials cause work orders to be late.

Predict and promise delivery dates
The solution considers various factors (e.g. sales
budget, material, capacity, etc.) to help sales teams
calculate accurate delivery dates for new orders. Its
order acceptance functionality ensures that current
booked orders do not exceed available materials and
resources, and that capacity reserved for customers
who have yet to place their orders is not allocated
to others.

Address hot spots immediately
The solution alerts planners to potential hot spots
before they become a problem. It supports planners
in taking necessary steps to ensure that on-time
delivery and throughput are not disrupted. A hot spot,
for example, is when material is moved from one
supply order to another due to shortages. By alerting
and re-planning quickly, the solution wastes no time
on orders that cannot be completed.

Add the human touch
Company Planner helps planners optimize plans; it
does not replace people. Tasks are automated, but
room is always reserved for human judgment and
intervention. Spared from hours of tedious manual
planning, planners can now see the bigger picture
and invest more time in what truly matters ― better
tactical decisions.

Configure user interface
The solution’s user interface is designed for flexibility
and ease of use. End users can configure views and
menus to their own processes to see the data most
useful to them at the level of detail they need.
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Why Quintiq?
Gartner recognizes Quintiq as the fastest growing
supply chain company among the top five in the
industry. More and more organizations are relying
on our technology, our people and our approach to
solve their planning problems. Here’s why:

Optimization that works
in the real world
The Quintiq optimizer remains unmatched in the
market. The same technology that has broken over
100 records in the world’s toughest optimization
problems now resides in the planning solutions of
all Quintiq customers.
At the click of a button, Quintiq optimizes hundreds
of thousands of operations. Its scale and flexibility
are unequaled; its applications limitless. Apply
it locally to optimize distribution, production and
inventory. Apply it globally to optimize the entire
supply chain, insulate it against risk and prepare for
any eventuality.
Experience the full extent of the Quintiq optimizer's
transformative power when you apply it to a
planning platform configured to your operations
and put your planners firmly in control. It takes
into account all rules and constraints to create
optimal plans that work in your business reality.
It continuously re-plans and re-optimizes according
to changing conditions in the business.

Proven track record
Organizations that rely on Company Planner to
optimize their daily operations include Logan
Aluminum in the United States, Chalco Ruimin
in China, Alunorf in Germany, ELVAL in Greece,
Hulamin in South Africa and Loro Piana in Italy.

Significant ROI
Customers can expect Company Planner to deliver
ROI within 6 to 12 months of going live. A phased
implementation ensures incremental returns at every
stage, with an expected outcome of up to 20% overall
improvement in operations.

Robust integration
Quintiq products are built with ease of integration
in mind. Company Planner can be implemented as
a standalone or with other Quintiq products such
as S&OP and Scheduler. Being SAP-certified and
Microsoft-certified, it can also be easily integrated into
your existing IT frameworks or with solutions from a
different vendor.

Industry standards
configured to your business
Company Planner reflects industry standards and best
practices. Data-driven configuration enables rapid
deployment of the solution and quick configuration to
your company’s specific requirements.

Fast implementation
The Quintiq team has implemented Company Planner
in various industries including metals, textiles,
food and beverage, and pulp and paper. Guided by
an accelerated approach called the Quintiq Project
Lifecycle (QPLC) methodology, we work with our
customers toward a solution that is ready to go live in
a matter of months.

24/7 support
Implementation is done in phases, with Quintiq
support at every step of the way. With 17 offices across
the globe, we have the facilities to offer support at
your local level. Our solutions are used in 82 countries
worldwide, our business is conducted in 11 languages
and our network is growing all the time.

Challenge us
Contact your local Quintiq sales
rep today for a live demo, and
experience Company Planner’s
ability to perform faster and better
than the competition.
Using your actual data, we model
your supply chain process to create
an optimal plan that will work in
your business reality.
See for yourself why Quintiq is
the world’s leading planning and
optimization provider.
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